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1 Introduction

T

he impact of colonialism on the world economy needs to
be investigated both from the perspective of what it does
to the colonies and what it does for the colonisers. A debate on both these issues has emerged over a long period. Among
the early positions taken on these issues were two journalistic
pieces written by Karl Marx in 1853 for the New York Daily Tri
bune on British rule in India and his subsequent writings on colonialism.1 In these articles he wrote about the “destructive” and
the “regenerative” role of colonialism. He saw in the very process
of destruction by colonialism of the pre-colonial Indian society,
the regenerative role of colonialism, as it opened up the possibil
ity of growth of capitalism and industrialisation in the colony.2
The hope was that colonialism would lead to the “mirror image” of capitalism being produced in the colony and in that sense
would play a historically progressive role. (This position of Marx
led to much controversy and misuse3 subsequently.) The early
Indian modern intelligentsia shared a similar view of British rule.
However, as I have argued at some length elsewhere, Marx
moved away from this position very early, as did the early Indian
nationalists who, from about the 1860s, forcefully began to argue
the opposite position that the route to capitalist development was
not through colonialism but required its overthrow.4 In fact, the
Indian early nationalists like Dadabhai Naoroji, R C Dutt and justice M G Ranade were among the first in the world, decades before
Hobson, Lenin or Rosa Luxemburg, to evolve a multi-pronged,
detailed and comprehensive critique of colonialism.5 Since then,
over more than a century, a sophisticated critique of colonialism and
its impact on the colony was evolved. Yet, till today, the colonial
argument continues to be made, for example, where it is argued
that colonialism led to “positive economic growth”, “rapid growth
of real income in industry and services”, setting up of “modern
infrastructure”, etc, thus creating conditions for an economic take
off after independence.6 I have attempted a detailed critique of
this resurgent colonial position elsewhere.7
On the second issue, that of what colonialism did to the coloniser, again Marx saw the unrequited transfer of capital from the
colony to the metropolis in various forms (what the early Indian
nationalists called the “drain” or “tribute”) as a “bleeding process”
ruinous to the colony but critical to the process of primitive accumulation and therefore to the transition to and growth of industrial capitalism in the metropolitan countries. However, this process
of surplus appropriation continued even after the phase of primitive accumulation and early industrialisation in the metropolitan
countries but now with the additional transfer of surplus that
occurred through the process of “unequal exchange” between
capitalist countries with higher organic composition of capital and
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hence higher labour productivity and other countries (not necessarily pre-capitalist) with lower levels of productivity.8 The process
of surplus appropriation was therefore a continuous process not
limited only to the phase of initial industrialisation. This understanding was there in Marx’s writings and the works of the early
Indian nationalists and was later developed extensively by the dependency theorists and the neo-Marxist world system analysts.
While the colonial viewpoint that colonialism benefited the
colony and set it on the path of modern development still persists
in some quarters, it is by no means the dominant view and has
been effectively critiqued. However, the view that colonialism
did not have any major impact on the modernisation process of
the colonising countries of Europe (or of the US and Japan) has
many adherents and has not been critiqued adequately. In fact,
there has been a tendency, surprisingly including among radical,
Marxist scholars, to underplay the role of “colonial plunder” in
primitive accumulation leading to the rise of capitalism in Europe.9
Europe is supposed to have had some intrinsic advantage or
capabilities that put it ahead of the rest of the world.10 Attempts
are made to argue that Europe was ahead of the rest of the world
centuries before the industrial revolution, an assertion which
when looked at from the vantage point of ancient civilisations
such as China and India, (which stood tall over even the global
economy till as late as way into the 18th century) looks very questionable indeed. After all, Europe was still buying textiles from
India (the world’s largest exporter of cloth) till the end of the 18th
century and had nothing to offer in return except gold and silver
“looted” from Latin America. There is also the view that modern
values such as that of the “Enlightenment” all originated in
Europe and then spread to the rest of the world. A gentle
reminder may help shake such firm convictions: the 16th century
Indian emperor, Akbar, was talking of reason, tolerance, rights of
women, and trying to promote a universal religion sulah kul, etc,
while his exact contemporary, Prince Philip II of Spain was engaging in the Spanish inquests!11
This essay is based on the basic premise that at the heart of
colonialism lay surplus appropriation from the colony to the
metropolis or the colonisers. (It was neither a “fit of absent
mindedness” nor the desire to take on “the White Man’s Burden”
to “civilise” and “modernise” the “child” people of the colonial
countries which led to or sustained colonialism.) The precise
form that the process of surplus appropriation took and what
constituted the surplus differed widely over time, the level of development of capitalism in the colonising country and the nature
of the colony in terms of its natural endowments. To fix the colonial process in only one image – for example, that of the colony
being a market for the manufactured goods of the metropolis and
the supplier of raw materials to the metropolis – is to miss the
enormous range of ways in which colonial surplus appropriation
actually evolved historically. As we shall see, surplus could be
transferred in the form of labour, commodities (not necessarily
only primary goods but could also be manufactured goods) or
even knowledge in the, so-called, post-industrial “knowledge
society” depending on which was the key factor of production at
a point of time. In the early pre-industrialisation era, when
labour was the key factor of production, forced appropriation of
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labour, either at its point of origin or by moving the labour forcibly to other work destinations, was a critical form of surplus appropriation. With industrialisation and capital becoming the key
factor of production, the use of labour from the un-industrialised
part of the world for capital accumulation was combined with
huge transfers of capital from the colonies to the metropolis in
the form of the colonies’ export surplus of unremitted commodities (the process of drain or tribute collection). In today’s world, a
major form of surplus appropriation is in the form of “brain
drain” to the advanced countries from the backward ones.
Again, the process by which the transfer of surplus occurred
could vary from forced transportation of slaves and indentured
labour or forced appropriation of output of labour in the colony
itself, drain or tribute as direct seizure of the colony’s surplus in
the form of commodities, process of “unequal exchange” in
so-called “free trade” (as distinct from forcible seizure) where
surplus was transferred from the low productivity colonial country to the high productivity advanced country or brain drain
through “voluntary” migration. India, the classical “colony” has
suffered all these forms, including the last one. (After a few decades of a very costly and painful effort since independence, when
India had created a sizeable supply of technical and scientific
manpower, the process of brain drain started. For nearly half a
century since the mid-1960s the cream of the scientific and technical and even managerial community in India has continuously
migrated to the advanced countries in massive numbers.)12
I will argue in this essay, focusing primarily on the relationship between Britain and India, that the economic development
in Europe both in terms of the rise in living standards in human
development terms and in the sense of the structural breakthrough with the rise of capitalism was closely linked with
Europe’s relationship with the rest of the world from about the
15th and certainly from the 16th century.

2 Europe and Asia: Broad Comparative Data
It may be useful to begin with some very broad macro-level comparative data before one looks at the specific historical unfolding
of the process of interaction between India and the rest of the
world under British colonial hegemony. Using Angus Maddison’s
monumental work,13 if one looks at how the Global gross domestic
product (GDP) was shared/produced during the period 1500 to 2001
between western Europe and Asia, one notices how these regions
grew more or less inversely during the period of colonial contact and
Asia began to show definite positive growth only after the breaking of the colonial stranglehold (Table 1). Asia (excluding Japan)
Table 1: Share of World GDP (% of world total)
Year

1500

1700

1820

1870

1913

1950

1973

United Kingdom

1.1

2.9

5.2

9.0

8.2

6.5

4.2

3.2

Western Europe*

17.8

21.9

23.0

33.0

33.0

26.2

25.6

20.3

United States

2001

0.3

0.1

1.8

8.8

18.9

27.3

22.1

21.4

China

24.9

22.3

32.9

17.1

8.8

4.5

4.6

12.3

India

24.4

24.4

16.0

12.1

7.5

4.2

3.1

5.4

Asia (excluding Japan)

61.9

57.7

56.4

36.1

22.3

15.4

16.4

30.9

* Western Europe here includes Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Italy,
Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom, Portugal, Spain and a small
general category “other” which generally remained way below 1%.
Source: Extracted from Angus Maddison, The World Economy: Vol I, A Millennial Perspective,
Vol II, Historical Statistics, OECD, 2006, Indian Edition, New Delhi, 2007, Table 8b, p 641.
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produced in 1,500 more than three times what west Europe did of
world GDP.14 Subsequently, with Europe’s colonial engagement
with other societies its share begins to rise and that of Asia begins
to fall. The process speeds up sharply as more and more parts of Asia
are colonised, leading to a total inversion, so that by 1913 Asia’s
share of the global GDP was a mere two-thirds that of west Europe.
It is significant that, till as late as the early 19th century, China
and India combined produced more than double the GDP of entire
western Europe, thus bringing into question the notion of Europe’s
superiority since antiquity. However, from the 19th century, the
share of India and China begins to shrink (India’s share begins to
shrink from the 18th century and China’s since the 19th century,
as they got colonised in those centuries, respectively) and becomes less than half that of western Europe by 1913 and only a
third of that of western Europe in 1950, around the time the two
countries gain independence (1947 and 1949 respectively). It was
only by the last quarter of the 20th century after spending several
decades “un-structuring colonialism” that independent China
and India began to claw their way back into increasing their share
of the global economy (Table 1). Evidently, the colonial contact
did not develop the colonised countries while it clearly led to
rapid development in the colonising ones. The former colonies experienced growth only when the colonial contact was broken.
If we focus specifically on India and the United Kingdom (UK),
the same pattern emerges. India was the largest economy of the
world for the entire thousand years of the first millennium,
accounting for close to 30% of the world’s GDP.15 Till as late as the
beginning of the 18th century, India was still the largest economy
with about 25% of the world’s GDP, greater than that of entire
western Europe put together and more than eight times that of the
UK. The decline started soon after and, by 1950, at the end of
nearly 200 years of colonial rule (during which apologists of colonialism like Tirthankar Roy claim “colonial India experienced
positive economic growth”).16 India’s share had been reduced to a
mere 4.2%, less than two-thirds that of Britain. It took a few decades
before India could sufficiently shrug off the colonial legacy and
began to gradually improve her share of the global pie (Table 1).
The contrast between the colonial and the post-colonial period
in terms of a structural change can be easily demonstrated
through certain growth indicators and has a lot of theoretical
merit regarding the impact of the colonial link on the colony and
the metropolis. The growth of per capita income in India in the
colonial period, between 1820 and 1913 was either zero or very
low, while the independent countries of Europe, the United States
(US) and Japan grew substantially faster (Table 2). In the last
Table 2: Rate of Growth of Per Capita GDP (annual average compound growth rates)
1820-70
(1)

1870-1913
(2)

1913-50
(3)

1950-73
(4)

1973-2001
(5)

France

1.01

1.45

1.12

4.04

1.71

UK

1.26

1.01

0.93

2.42

1.86

US

1.34

1.82

1.61

2.45

1.86

Japan

0.19

1.48

0.88

8.06

2.14

India

0.00

0.54

-0.22

1.40

3.01

2001-07
(6)

5.65*

* Per capita net national product.
Source: Columns 1 to 5 from Angus Maddison, op cit, Table 8b, p 643 column 6 is based on
Economic Survey, 2006-07, Government of India, New Delhi, 2007, and Aditya Mukherjee, “Indian
Economy in the New Millennium”, in Bipan Chandra, Mridula Mukherjee and Aditya Mukherjee,
India since Independence, Penguin, Delhi, 2008.
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decades of colonial rule, after colonialism had had its full impact,
the per capita income in India actually declined at an annual rate
of –0.22% between 1913 and 1950.17
After independence, on the other hand, per capita income in India
grew annually at 1.4% in the first couple of decades (about three
times faster than the best phase, 1870-1913, under colonialism) and
much faster, at 3.01% in the next 30 years, 1973-2001 (a rate considerably higher than that achieved by west Europe,18 the US or
Japan) and in the last four years (2003-04 to 2006-07) at an
astounding 7% (it was over 8% in 2006-07), comparable to the
explosive rates achieved by Japan (though in very special circumstances) between 1950 and 1973.19 Similar structural breaks were
witnessed in the growth of agriculture, industry and the rate of
capital formation between the colonial period and in indepen
dent India. The growth that India witnessed after independence
was thus not all about carrying on the “good” work started during colonialism. It was a product of a structural break from colonialism, painstakingly crafted through a multi-pronged planned
effort – a unique effort of trying to industrialise and build capitalism with democracy and civil liberties.20

3 British Conquest of India
To return now to the question of the link between India and
Britain in terms of flows of commodities, labour and capital, and
how it historically evolved, and with what consequences.
Britain was able to subjugate and colonise India by about the
middle of the 18th century. Britain, however, had trading contacts with India for a long period before that, though her trade
with India increased rapidly during the first half of the 18th century. The “trade” during the first half of 18th century consisted
primarily (about three-fourths) of imports of textiles and silk
from India, which was the largest grower of raw cotton and the
largest producer and exporter of cotton textiles in the world till
the end of the 18th century.21 While Indian textiles were much in
demand in earlier centuries in European markets, as well as, to
exchange for spices from east Asia, one major impetus for the
spurt in demand for Indian textiles was the facilitation of the
“golden age” of the Atlantic slave trade. Indian textiles constituted the single largest item with which the slaves were paid for,
accounting for about 27% of all goods shipped from England to
Africa during the 18th century.22 Since Britain had nothing to sell
to India which she needed therefore the imports from India were
financed by export of treasure or bullion,23 i e, silver and gold got
cheap from the rape of Latin America leading to the virtual
extinction of the Amerindian people in many areas.
At this stage, India was fully compensated for the growing
export of its commodities even though the compensation may
have come relatively cheap to Britain. Thus, even though till the
middle of the 18th century India’s contact with Britain had not
yet acquired colonial characteristics nevertheless India fitted
neatly into the structure of global domination by Europe that had
commenced a few centuries ago, beginning with the cheap
mining of gold and silver in the Americas and extending to the
slave trade from Africa to the spice trade in east Asia.
From about the middle of the 18th century, with the victory
in the battle of Plassey in 1757, once Britain began to seize and
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rapidly expand its control of Indian territories, India’s role in
Britain’s development changed fundamentally. Britain now began
to use the “revenues” raised by taxing the people of the conquered territories to pay for her imports from India. A bizarre
form of international trade was thus imposed by Britain, the
leading European economy at that time, whereby India was made
to pay for her own exports! The East India Company’s imports of
treasure into India which amounted to Rs 3.1 million in 1757-88
absolutely ceased thereafter.24 The entire Indian exports that
were paid for by Indian revenues (and hence remained unrequited) thus constituted the “drain” or the “tribute” paid by India
to Britain as the cost of being “civilised”. This was the beginning of
a nearly 200-year journey where India relentlessly maintained a
flow of unrequited exports (of changing commodities), an “export
surplus” which had no positive impact on the balance of payments
as it was siphoned off as tribute. It is to be noted that quite contrary
to the usual stereotype of what constitutes colonialism and what
was actually to happen later, India, in its initial phase of being colonised, which lasted more than half a century, was neither a lucrative market for British manufactures nor was it a supplier of raw
materials or labour but was an exporter of manufactured textiles,
albeit unrequited. Indian manufactures constituted the tribute.
The drain that the Indian economy faced through this continuous process of unrequited exports was enormous in size and critical to Britain. It has been calculated by Irfan Habib that in 1801,
at a crucial stage of Britain’s industrial revolution, drain or un
requited transfers to Britain from India represented about 9% of
the GNP of the British territories in India which was equal to

about 30% of British domestic savings available for capital formation in Britain. 25 The unrequited transfer from Asia and the West
Indies put together was calculated by Utsa Patnaik to be 84.06%
of British capital formation out of domestic savings in the same
year.26 These figures show how critical transfers from the colony
were to the process of capital accumulation for Britain and how
debilitating it was for the colony. Also, Javier Cuenca-Esteban has
convincingly shown the net inflows from India to Britain, through
1765-1812, were very large and “arguably the least dispensable”,
playing a critical role in maintaining British balance of payments
which were under major stress in this period.27
The process of primitive accumulation in capitalism or the
initial phase of industrialisation is a painful one as the initial
capital for investment has to be raised on the backs of the working class or the peasantry. To the extent that Britain and other
metropolitan countries were able to draw surplus from the colonial people, to that extent they did not have to draw it from their
own working class and peasantry. That is one reason why colonialism is supra-class, it is not only the metropolitan bourgeoisie
exploiting the colonial proletariat but the metropolitan society as
a whole benefiting at the cost of the entire colonial people.
The tribute or drain or the direct seizure of the colonial surplus
in what is often referred to as the first stage or merchant capital
stage of colonialism was not restricted to this stage. As I will
show this form of surplus appropriation continued and even
increased in the subsequent “free trade” or industrial capital
stage of colonialism and the third or finance capital stage of colonialism. In fact, I shall argue that it perhaps peaked during the
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last phase of colonialism in India which paradoxically apologists
have called the phase of “decolonisation”. This form of direct
seizure of surplus therefore continued to sustain the development of capitalism in Britain and the standard of living of its
people. However, the subsequent stages evolved other methods
of surplus appropriation as well and met metropolitan interests
in different ways.
The form that this direct seizure took however did not remain
the same as Britain moved to different stages of capitalist development. In fact, as Britain began to industrialise at the turn of the
18th century, she was no longer interested in exporting Indian
textiles, she was seeking to expand the markets for her own
textile manufactures including in India. But if Indian export of
textiles had to be stopped, which it was unceremoniously, then
an alternative exportable commodity had to be found to realise
the tribute from India, which had swollen. (Just the land revenue
raised from the various British territories in India was estimated
to have increased by 70% to 88% in the first half of the 19th
century.)28 Indian raw cotton was short stapled and did not suit
British industry. The solution was found in the early 19th century
in opium. A triangular trade with China was now to lead to the
realisation of Indian tribute in an enlarged form (Figure 1). British
ships would now come Figure 1: Britain
loaded with textiles for
the Indian market and
pick up opium from
India which would conCotton textiles         	
Tea and silk
stitute the tribute from
India as well as the
payment for the export
of textiles to India and
then this opium would
India	               China
be traded in China for     				
tea and silk which then
Rupee revenues converted to opium
would be carried back
to the western markets. Indian tribute thus would be realised via
China with the additional advantage that Britain would not have
to pay China with bullion for its tea and silk as it had to earlier.
The tribute representing the tax appropriated from the Indian
people thus got converted to opium and then to tea and silk and
ultimately realised as the market value of the tea and silk sold
globally. Exports of opium from India shot up by more than six
times between 1816 and 1830. Indian export of opium to China in
1855 was worth £6.23 million paying for most of the tea and silk
worth about £8.5 million that Britain took from China. This
neatly fitted British interests and when China resisted, she too had
to be forcibly “opened up” and “civilised” as the gun boat diplomacy
and the opium wars of the 1840s and 1850s tried to do.29
By the second half of the 19th century with many other countries apart from Britain industrialising rapidly the global demand
for food and raw materials had expanded enormously and transport of bulky goods had become easier with development of the
railways, opening of Suez, etc. India’s tribute in this period till
first world war began to be realised though a multilateral trading
pattern (Figure 2) whereby India generated an export surplus
with countries in the European continent, Japan, the US and
Economic & Political Weekly
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Figure 2: Rest of the World (Continental Europe, Japan, US, White colonies, etc)

    Export surplus	              Balance of payment deficit
   food, raw material, etc                for Britain due to decreased
					
British exports of
                         commodities and huge
                         exports of British capital
							
				

                                        India                                                                                                                                                United Kingdom
Balance of Payment and Export Surplus
(textiles and other manufactured goods)
Tribute

other countries by exporting large quantities of food and raw
materials like raw cotton, indigo, pig iron. Britain had a huge
export surplus with India exporting textiles and other manufactured goods including railway stock to India. Britain, however
had developed a massive balance of payment deficit with the rest
of the world largely because of the massive investments it was
making globally including in the US and the white colonies.
British net foreign investments as a percentage of her net domestic capital formation in fixed assets was as high as 86 between
1880 and 1889 and had peaked at 114 between 1905 and 1914.30
Her balance of payments was under stress also because British
exports to the newly industrialising countries of Europe and the
US were beginning to decline. In this situation, Britain used its
export surplus with India and India’s tribute to adjust her balance
of payment deficit with the rest of the world. British claims on
India or the tribute was now realised by appropriating India’s
export surplus with a number of other countries to the extent of
the tribute claims. India’s tribute alone was estimated to have
financed more than two-fifths or 40% of Britain’s balance of payment deficit in this period.31
This was not surprising because the size of the tribute from
India during this period was massive. It has been calculated that
between 1871 and 1916 the surpluses transferred from India,
calculated after applying a compound rate of interest of 4%,
amounted to a conservative estimate of about £3.2 billion.32 If
one compares this figure with an estimate of about £4 billion as
what constituted total British foreign investments abroad in 1913
(including reinvestment of interests and dividends) it becomes
clear what a preponderant role India played in British capital
transfers abroad which made it the “economic hub of the world
between 1870 and 1913”.33
India thus fitted into the so-called third stage of colonialism
during which massive transfers of capital occurred from Britain.
However, contrary to expectations, she did so not as a receiver of
capital from Britain but as a supplier of capital to Britain. A
capital which then Britain used to invest all over the world −
Asia, Africa, the “white” colonies and the “west” − to great
advantage to itself. Referring to the investments in the “white”
settlement colonies and the US it has been argued that it was the
surplus extracted from the east which opened up the “land of
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opportunity for British finance and British migrants in the west”.
European exploitation of Asian colonies and semi-colonies enabled the European countries to channel a strong flow of investment to the colonies of European settlement overseas. Apart from
the returns earned from that flow of investments, “That flow…
supported the largest flow of migrants (from Europe) in recent
human history as recorded between the 1870s and 1920s… (it)
not only led to the peopling of the United States and its rise as the
most economically advanced country in the world but also helped
improve the living conditions of the Europeans left behind.”34
The flow of capital from India to Britain as “tribute” was to
continue after the first world war though it took a different
form and performed a different role. I shall return to that aspect
a little later.
First let us turn our attention to another critical role played by
India in sustaining the process of British industrialisation. As
Britain industrialised it was soon faced with the challenge of
finding markets for its industrial products. As we saw earlier, by
the early 19th century it would no longer do for Britain to allow
India to be the chief exporter of textiles globally. British political
control over India was now used to so manipulate the instruments of state policy that British cotton manufactures rapidly
began to displace Indian production not only from the global
markets but over time even from the Indian home market. First,
Indian produce was forcibly kept out of British and other global
markets and then the classical/Ricardian theory of comparative
advantage in international trade was used to deny modern
Indian industry any protection in the domestic market and a
policy of “free-trade” was cynically imposed on India right up to
the 1920s.
This resulted in India, which was the largest grower of raw
cotton and the largest producer and exporter of cotton textiles in
the world till the end of the 18th century, and which had a share
of world manufacturing output estimated to be as high as 19.7%
in 1800, rapidly losing that position and her share falling sharply
to 8.6 in 1860 and a mere 1.4% in 1913.35 British exports of cotton
goods to India on the other hand increased dramatically, by over
a hundred times, in less than 25 years, from 0.8 million yards in
1815 to 100 million yards in 1839. The total cloth imported into
India increased by another ten times crossing a 1,000 million
yards in 1872 and doubled again to 2,000 million yards by 1887.
By 1887 Britain had captured over 66% of the Indian domestic
market.36 The ousting of Indian textiles from its global and
domestic market which was critical for British industrialisation
set in motion a process of deindustrialisation in India causing
untold misery to millions dependent on this industry.
It must be emphasised that the dependence of the British textile industry on the colonial, Table 3: Exports of British Cotton Piece Goods
non-industrialised (in the (% of total)
Year
Europe and Underdeveloped Other Countries
Indian case deindustrialised)
US
World
part of the world increased 1820
60.4
31.8
7.8
in tandem with the devel- 1840
29.5
66.7
3.8
19.0
73.3
7.7
opment of modern industry 1860
1880
9.8
82.0
8.2
in Europe, the US and other
7.1
86.3
6.6
countries of the “free” world. 1900
Source: E J Hobsbawm, Industry and Empire, Penguin,
As Table 3 shows, Europe Harmondsworth, 1968, p 146.
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and the US, took a majority, more than 60%, of the British cotton
goods in 1820 but as this part of the world itself industrialised,
this market virtually disappeared, and by 1900 absorbed only
about 7% of British exports. This shift was more than compensated by the increase in British dependence on the markets of the
underdeveloped world, which by 1900 were absorbing more than
86% of British textiles. While Latin America, particularly Brazil,
was the chief importer of British textiles in the first half of the
19th century, Asia, primarily India, became the chief market in
the second half of the 19th century.37
Given the fact that India was increasingly a critical market for
Britain as well as the supplier of huge amounts of capital through
tribute it was not surprising that the liberal imperialist claim
that the objective of British rule was to train Indians for selfgovernment never found any takers among the British ruling
elite. On the contrary, Britain had to keep India, its “jewel in the
crown” at any cost. As Curzon, the British viceroy at the turn of
the 19th century was to emphatically state that India was the
“pivot” of the British empire and if the empire lost any other part
of its dominions it could survive, but if it lost India the sun would
set on the empire.
Apart from the direct seizure of the Indian surplus through
“tribute” being collected by appropriating a large part of India’s
export surplus, there was another form of surplus appropriation
in favour of Britain which began to occur in the “free trade” that
grew between Britain and India after Britain industrialised and
India was deindustrialised. This was the surplus appropriated
through the process of “unequal exchange” (discussed above) between an industrialised country with higher labour productivity
and a non-industrialised (or less industrialised) low productivity
country. The commodities exchanged may have had an equal exchange value in the international market in terms of gold or any
convertible currency, but in terms of the amount of “socially necessary labour time” required to produce those commodities, the
exchange would be very unequal, the low productivity country in
the net giving up far more labour time. To the extent the theory
of comparative advantage was used to prevent industrialisation
and consequently prevent the rise in productivity in India, to that
extent the productivity difference between India and Britain, a
growing one in the colonial period, ensured that a transfer of
surplus to Britain continued to occur through unequal exchange.
The two processes were thus complementary.
Finally, India was not to be left behind in contributing to Britain’s
growing need for labour to work the labour-intensive plantations
and build roads, railways and other infrastructure in the Caribbean, Mauritius, Fiji, South Africa, Malaya, Sri Lanka, Burma, etc.
With the abolition of slavery in 1834 there was an acute shortage of
labour. India again came to the rescue. Millions of rural poor, their
ranks swelling with the destruction of Indian industries were now
transported to various parts of the world as “indentured” labour in
virtual slave like conditions.38 By one estimate more than two
million indentured labourers were exported from India between
1831 and 1920,39 other estimates put the total number of Indian
emigrants during this period much higher. In any case by the late
1830s nearly 65% of population in Mauritius was Indian, 42% in
British Guyana, 34% in Trinidad and 43% in Fiji.40
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4 British Colonialism and India: The Last Phase
The Indian economy underwent some changes in the 20th century, especially after the first world war which led to the reassertion of the colonial perspective.41 The Indian economy underwent some industrial growth between 1914 and 1947 leading to
considerable import substitution especially in consumer goods
industries. The most dramatic change was that the Indian cotton
textile industry essentially regained the domestic market which
it had lost to Britain. These changes spawned the colonial argument that what India had undergone in this period was a process
of “decolonisation” in which Britain pulled out, “surrendering its
own interests” (under nationalist pressure, if not as part of the
grand imperial design to modernise the colony) in favour of
Indian industrial interests.42
I have argued a completely different explanation for the developments in the 20th century, particularly between first world
war and 1947. Instead of decolonisation, what this period
witnessed was not only the continuation of colonial exploitation
(though in an altered form) but its blatant intensification in many
respects at great cost to the Indian economy and its people.
Britain did not, after the first world war, abandon its most
important market for textiles in India, so ruthlessly captured in the
19th century, as a result of their now giving in to Indian industrial
interests or merely due to Indian nationalist pressure. Britain was
forced to concede substantially her imperial industrial interest in
the colonial market in favour of imperial financial interest, i e,
using the colony as a source of capital through unrequited remittance or “drain”. It was a switch from one imperial interest to
another, not a switch from imperial to Indian national interest.
The British economy was in crisis in the 20th century. Having
lost its industrial supremacy in the world (first in consumer goods
and later in capital goods) by the second half of the 19th century,
she became (as we saw above, e g, Table 3, p 78) critically dependent on colonial markets controlled by her to avoid a deep
crisis for her industries. Britain, however, still retained its pre
eminence in the world in the financial sphere, with its huge
investments abroad making London the “economic hub of the
world” between 1870 and 1913, with “the pound sterling its foundation”.43 The first world war changed the situation dramatically.
“Britain ceased to be the world’s creditor nation” and in fact
became heavily indebted to the US.44 Since first world war,
Britain’s need for foreign funds to shore up its own financial
status and for the maintenance of the pound sterling became
critical. Also, the Great Depression of the 1930s and the second
world war, coming in quick succession greatly exacerbated the
crisis in the British economy.
As in the past, Britain once again turned to her colonies, principally India. British financial demands on India increased
manifold since first world war. For example, Home Charges,45
constituting a substantial part of the tribute, increased from
approximately £2 million in 1913-14 to £32 million in 1924-25.
Military expenditure doubled from £5 million to £10 million and
interest charges on external public debt increased from about £6
million to £14.3 million between 1913-14 and 1934-35.46 In 1917,
India supplied goods worth £100 million without any payment
and in 1918 decided to make another gift of £45 million to the
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British war effort.47 During second world war defence expenditure increased by over nine times, from about Rs 50 crore in
1939-40 to Rs 458 crore in 1944. The proportion of the total
expenditure of the Indian central government accounted for by
the defence services was about 55% in 1920-21 rising to 75% by
the end of second world war.48 Far from decolonising, retaining
India had become even more critical for Britain.
The huge rise in India’s sterling “obligations” or “commitments” or the “external drain” required large increases in the
revenues raised by Government of India or the “internal drain” in
order to pay for the external drain.49 Again, the only possible
area where revenue could be increased substantially was customs
revenue, which primarily meant import duties. (Land revenue,
the principal item in the revenue since the mid 18th century could
not be raised any further as it had already reached the maximum
economic and political limit.) Thus between 1901-05 and 1936-37
while the total revenue raised by Government of India more than
doubled, customs revenue alone met about 72% of the increase in
total revenue. Customs which had overtaken land revenue as the
principal source of revenue by 1921-25 was thus critical in the maintenance of the rapidly increasing remittances of the Government of
India on account of home charges, military expenditure, etc.50
The import duties on cotton goods went up from 3.5% in the
1890s to 25% for British cotton goods in 1931. Duties on non-
British, mainly Japanese goods were raised to 75% by 1933. This
opportunity of protection, provided inadvertently to Indian
industry, was seized by it and Indian industry made rapid
progress.51 This situation arose out of the internal contradiction
within colonialism. Meeting of the imperial financial interest
compromised imperial industrial interest. Significantly, this
change in scenario was not seen by the British government at
that time as the surrender of imperial interest, even if that may
have been the view of some later imperialist scholars. Samuel
Hoare, the secretary of state for India, quite conscious of the
crucial role played by import duties in maintaining imperial
interests, argued against the Lancashire agitation for removal of
cotton duties. Apart from the “disastrous” political consequences
such a course of action would produce, he urged that it must be
recognised that “the present level of tariff on British cotton
goods” was necessary for revenue purposes for “without this
revenue India would be unable to discharge its financial obligations in this country and provide for military expenditure”.52
Maintenance of remittance from India to Britain at any cost
became the centrepiece of British economic policy in this period.
This required a vice like stranglehold over Indian finance, its
fiscal and monetary policy. Even when the colonial government
set up the Reserve Bank of India in 1935, it was barely given any
autonomy, with the British government insisting on “the last
word” on financial matters. The bank, seen as an instrument for
safeguarding imperial financial interests, was not to be allowed to
be misused by Indians who “like a spoilt, wilful, naughty child”
would instantly want to use it to demand financial responsibility.53
An India Office document of December 1930, marked “secret”
and called “The Position of the Secretary of State in Relation to
Indian Finance”,54 brings out clearly some of the reasons for the
crucial importance attached to the issue of finance by the British.
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It was stated that about 60% of the Indian government’s budget,
i e, about £60 million out of £100 million, was absorbed by military expenditure, sterling debt charges and liabilities in respect
of salaries and pensions for officials for which the secretary
of state was responsible. Of this, defence expenditure alone
absorbed 45% of the central revenues.55 When such a large proportion of the revenue was earmarked for charges for which the
secretary of state was responsible, it was pointed out that “it is
hardly open to doubt that Parliament should retain the power to
secure that its obligations are duly honoured”.56 Since the “revenues from which these commitments must be met are collected in
rupees”, and the “commitments” were in sterling, it was “incumbent” upon the secretary of state to see “that currency and
exchange are being so managed” as to “permit of the remittances
of the requisite funds from India to London”. Also, he had to
ensure that the revenue and expenditure of the Government of
India were balanced.57 In other words, the secretary of state
needed the “power to impose on the Indian Executive such measures as are needed to provide the funds and to facilitate their
transfer… from India to London.”58 Some decolonisation!
Before I go on to outline other aspects of the fiscal and monetary policy followed by Britain in this period to meet its growing
imperial financial interests, it must be noted that the rising tariffs
did not mean that Britain was ready to withdraw from trying to
maintain its industrial interest in the colonial market, i e, decolonise even in this limited sense. While it is true that British exports to India were shrinking rapidly since first world war (except
in chemicals, where they increased) India still remained, as late
as 1938, the largest single market for British exports of cotton
piece-goods, as it did for general machinery and other items.59
The Indian market, though shrinking, was thus, far from redundant; on the contrary, its importance increased as the British
share in world trade kept declining. Basudev Chatterjee has ably
demonstrated how Lancashire was desperate to hang on to the
Indian market and Britain tried to ensure that it did, as much as
the new circumstances would permit.60 By introducing the principle of Imperial Preference at Ottawa and through the various
trade agreements of the 1930s, Britain was making a last ditch
effort to retain as much of the Indian market as was possible at a
time when Britain was no longer able to compete effectively with
other countries in various commodities, such as with Japan in
cotton textiles. There were, however limits to how much imperial
preference could be given to British goods as it could lead to
retaliation by other countries, which, in turn, would affect Indian
exports. This could not be permitted as India had to generate an
export surplus at any cost so that the smooth flow of remittance
to Britain could be sustained, as imperial financial interests
would not countenance any interruption in that process.61
It is to ensure that India remained a constant source of capital
to Britain through remittances, during a period when Britain just
flitted from one crisis to the other (especially the two world wars
and the Depression), that the most gross use of imperial authority
was made to turn the instruments of economic policy in her
favour and against Indian interest.
With the onset of the Great Depression, the situation in India
changed drastically. World prices, especially those of primary
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produce, plummeted and India’s export earnings collapsed. With
agricultural prices being so low, the government was unable to
collect full revenue.62 Also, with the fall in export earnings, there
was great difficulty in securing remittance to meet India’s sterling obligations or the home charges.63 With both revenue and
remittance in jeopardy, the colonial government was in the
throes of a major financial crisis. Under continuous pressure from
London,64 the Government of India sought to ease remittance by
resorting to severe deflation, contracting currency repeatedly,
causing havoc in the Indian economy, severely aggravating the
negative consequences of the Depression.65
A total breakdown of the remittance mechanism was averted
by the massive export of gold from India that the government
encouraged in this period. The gold exports were crucial in compensating for the drastic drop in India’s export surplus on commodity transactions.66 Between 1931-32 and 1938-39, on an
average, more than half (about 55%) of the total visible (positive)
balance of trade (i e, balance of transactions in merchandise and
treasure) was met through the net exports of treasure, with the
exports of gold increasing sharply in years when the commodity
balance of trade was particularly low. For example, in 1932-33,
gold exports constituted about 95% of the total visible positive
balance of trade.67 Clearly, remittance had to be maintained at all
costs, if the export surplus in commodities (necessary to convert
the rupee revenues into remittance) fell short it was made up
through export of gold.
Apart from the role of gold exports in India’s maintaining a
smooth flow of remittance of the “sterling obligations” or the
home charges as well as the other invisibles such as profits, dividends and interests earned on foreign investments, it played
another critical role for British interests at home. At a time when
Britain was facing a balance of payment crisis it played a major
part in strengthening the value of sterling vis-à-vis gold and
other currencies.68
Finally, the blatant and cynical manner in which Britain used
Indian finances for its own benefit during the second world war
was breathtaking in its audacity. It put paid to any notion of imperialism withdrawing or decolonisation having occurred till the
bitter end of colonial rule. Britain took massive forced loans from
India (popularly called the sterling balance) of about Rs 17,000
million (estimated at 17 times the annual revenue of the Government of India and one-fifth of Britain’s gross national product in
1947)69 at a time when over three million Indians died of famine!
The sterling balances got accumulated as a result of the “large
purchases of goods and services…made by the British Government, in India”, against sterling bills or securities placed in
reserve in London. For these large exports of goods and services,
India, thus, received no “tangible quid pro quo” other than “IOUs
of His Majesty’s Government”.70 The rapid expansion of currency that occurred as a result (the total notes issued increased
by nearly four times between 1939 and 1944) combined with the
fact that large quantities of goods and services were made available to England for which no goods or services came back to
India in return, led to severe shortages and a runaway inflation.71
What was shocking was that this policy could be pursued at a
time when famine conditions prevailed in India. To cap it all,
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after the war was over, Britain made a serious bid towards
defaulting on repayment of the loans raised at such tremendous
cost to India.72
The imperial connection between Britain and India over nearly
two centuries was thus of critical importance for Britain. From
contributing to British industrialisation and its emergence as a
hegemonic power in the world in the initial period, sustaining
Britain through her period of relative decline in global competition in the industrial sphere, enabling her financial supremacy in
the world till the first world war to finally seeing her through the
crisis years of the 20th century right up to the second world war,
India was of critical importance. This of course meant India
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